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Instead of focussing on full text OA copies only, we think of our 
Institutional Repository as a Hub for openly available 





See also:  
W. Horstmann: "Invisible Repositories, Re-Use and Reproducible 
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Among the sources we use to enrich publication metadata, 






See also:  
Johanna McEntyre, & Anna Kinsey. 10 June, 2014. "Integrating open 
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- enable researchers to fetch metadata from PubMed / Europe 
PMC 
- updates from Web of Science (UT - > PMID) 
- for non WoS records search Europe PMC with DOI 
 
Store the PMID in your repo environment and link it out! 
 
 
How to identify Europe PMC indexed publications? 
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Repository Platform Agnostic Clients for Europe 
PMC Web Service  
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Thank you! 
 
 
najko.jahn@uni-bielefeld.de 
 
 
